
Let’s start by discovering what brain hemispheric preference you have. This short survey 

lists eighteen different functions for the left and right hemispheres of the brain.  Read each 

one:  circle the number of those functions that you find you do frequently.  Then tally up the 

totals for the left and the right.

The Left Brain prefers to…

1. Think in words rather than pictures

2. Take an intellectual approach to problem-solving

3.  Remember names more easily than faces

4.  Operate in a planned and structured manner

5. Take multiple-choice tests rather than essay tests

6. Keep a tight reign on emotions

7. Make objective judgments

8. Compare differences

9. Experiment systematically

10. Break a problem into parts before solving it

11. Respond to verbal instructions and explanations

12. Use concrete facts to describe things

13. Overlook body language and focus on words

14. Talk and write in order to communicate

15. Operate amid ranked authority systems

16. Do what others are doing

17. Respond to sounds and pictures

18. Analyze information by taking it apart point by point

Total Left Brain Preferences: ____

Left Brain General Functions:

•  Words (verbal)                             

•  Logical                                           

•  Black & White                                  

•  Numbers                                      

•  Sequence                                     

•  Analysis                                         

•  Lists                                               

•  Critical Thinking

Unlocking the Keys to Your “Whole” Self 



The Right Brain prefers to…

1. Think visually and spatially:  uses pictures and images dimensionally

2. Solve problems using intuition rather than logic

3. Recall faces rather than names

4. Work in a fluid and spontaneous manner

5. Answer open-ended questions

6. Express feelings freely

7. Make subjective judgments

8.  Compare similarities

9. Experiment by intuition

10. Look at the whole problem then try to note patterns and solve the 

problem on a hunch

11. Learn by demonstration, illustrations or symbolic instruction

12. Use metaphor, simile and analogy to explain things

13. Interpret a message through body language

14. Communicate by drawing or manipulating objects

15. Work within level authority structures where all participate equally

16. Do whatever it wants to do regardless of what others are doing

17. Respond to movement and action

18. Synthesize information by understanding how it fits with other 

information already stored in the brain

Total Right Brain Preferences: ____

SUMMARY:

Left Brain:  ____     Right Brain:  ____

Right Brain General Functions:

•  Images (non-verbal)                     

•  Intuitive                                       

•  Color   

•  Rhythm                                          

•  Imagination                                   

•  Daydreaming                                  

•  Dimension                                      

•  Creative Thinking

Unlocking the Keys to Your “Whole” Self


